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CHA.PTER I 

INTRODUC!IO!l 

Geometric optics is the phase of optics dealing With electro-

sagnetic phenomena which can be adequately described by three laws: 

the laws of reflection, refraction, aDd rectilinear propagation. 

These lawa, which follow directly from empirical eTidence, Jlllly also 

be deduced trom theoretical considerations. 

Employing Maxwell's field equations, one can formulate the 

wave equations which provide the laws of reflection and refraction 

at the boundary of two dielectrics. !.he assumption that the electric 

field possesses a simple periodic dependence on time leads to the 
1 

sca.ls.r wave equation. If it is further assumed that the electric 

field ve.ries in a simple periodic manner With position, one arrives 

at an equation which, upon deletion2 of several terms, takes the form 
2. 

of Hamilton's equation,* V.5·VS=A. • !he optical path can be de-

dueed4 trom BBmilton1s equation. 

Another approach to geometric Optics lies in the application 
s 

and analysis of the construction of ~gens. &milton's equation 

6 
and the laws of refraction and reflection can be derived from an 

* Bruna' equation of the eiconal corresponds to Hamilton's 
equation, but Bruns derived the equation,about sixty years after 
Hamilton. We will e,ccept Synge's claims that Hamilton 1e name and 
not Bruns' should be associated with the equation. 

1 



2 

analysis of ~gen 1 s construction. 

7 '!be principle of Jera.t e.ffords another means of obtaining 

the equations of geometric optics. Using Fermat's principle and the 
a 

calculus of variations, one obtains an ele~nt description of the 

rays in heterogenous anisotropic media. 

Of great importance is the fact that in using the methods of 

geometric optics, one is accepting the equation of Hamilton as a 

valid description of the wave phenomena considered. Jreebafer bas 

shown9 that there are two conditions to be satisfied if this equa-

tion is to yield an adequate approximation to the scalar wave equa

tion. In effect, the first condition states that the fractional 

change in index of refraction w1 thin a distance of one wavelength 

must be very much aaller than unity. The second condi Uon requires 

that the fractional change in cross section of a ray bundle w1 thin a 

path distance of one wavelength must also be very much sma.ller than 

unity. A fUrther requirement is that the cross section of a ray bun-

dle does not Taniah. It is therefore necessary to carefUlly examine 

each problem to determine the applica,bili ty of geometric optics. 

10 
Synge utilizes Fermat's principle as a basis for some very 

enlightening mathematical discussions of Hamilton's method in geomet

ric optics. It is the purpose of tb~s thesis to extend parts of 

Synge's discussions to curvilinear coordinates, and to more fully 

discuss the aDalogies between optics and mechanics. !he solutions 

of several optical problems have been included to facilitate applica

tion of the equations. 



CHAPTER II
OUTLim DERIVATION OT THE GENERALIZED RAT EQUATIONS 

rCR A SYSTEM OF HETEROGENEOUS ISOTROPIC MEDIA

Let AXCy1') represent the index of refraction of the system
and let the infinitesimal distance along the ray he dS . Latin indi
ces will he employed for the range 1,2,3; summation is Implied when 
Indices are repeated. The optical path length from to Sg is de

fined f m  ds will he denoted hy [ ̂ 1^2)* an arbitrary
curvilinear coordinate system

d s * ^  dx mdxnr ,  (i)
where f is the metric tmsor. Equation (l) may also he written

. (2)

where £ = , and the bracketed quantity is always equal to unity.
A general expression for the optical path length is then

(,\
--f  ' ,

-  ,where 9 -zi 9 . Note that the element of optical path length isj uni
just the line element in a coordinate system with metric tensor O .

Fermat's principle requires the optical path length to he an 
extremum. To extremise the path length, the methods of the calculus 
of variations are applied**" to (3) in a manner which allows no varia^ 
tion at the points and Sg. For the sake of generality it Is assumed



that /i tlC) Is piecewise continuous. In regions where ̂  is contin
uous the problem is that of finding a function

< * >

which will satisfy the Buier-lagrange differential equations

Ji' </: U W = "- 15)
In the language of differential geometry Fermat1s principle states 
that the optical path is a geodesic in a coordinate system with metric 

-A? ' . The assumption of piecewise continuity of <U. CX^Jmn
yields the equation

(6)
which combines the laws of reflection and refraction at each surface 
of discontinuity of . The term in parentheses in equation (6) Is

r r~the Increment of across the surface of discontinuity, and o X 
denotes an arbitrary variation of coordinates; the variation taken 
on the surface of discontinuity.

If a surface is defined by the equation P(xh)-0 , then the 
unit gradient of P is the unit normal to the surface. The scalar 
product of the unit normal at a point with a vector tangent to the 
surface at that point must vanish, so that the statement

must follow. Let P be the surface of discontinuity and let /% denote 
a vector tangent to P. The vector will represent infinitesimal coor
dinate variations at the point of tangency. With the use of (4) and 

(?), equations (5) and (6) can be put into the forms



5

where [/nfltp] is the Chris toff el symbol of the first kind, and 0  is 
an undetermined scalar multiplier. Derivations of (8) and (9) are 
found in appendix A, and their expressions in several coordinate sys
tems are given in appendix B. In appendix C it is shown that the laws 
of reflection, refraction and rectilinear propagation follow from the 
four equations, (8) and (9).

The solutions of (8) and (9) afford a complete description of 
the ray through a system of heterogeneous isotropic media; however, 
the problem of solving (8) is not generally a simple matter. For the 
purpose of obtaining a solution for (8) the methods of Hamilton and 
Jacobi are employed, for these methods reduce the problem to one of 
solving first order ordinary differential equations.

As a first step in the development of the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation, notice that equation (3) may be written

Assume that there is at least one ray which will pass from to Sg. 
Then and Sg determine a ray which generates the optical path length 

BnA *he optical path length is thus a characteristic function 
of the system. The value of the characteristic function depends only

(10)

on the choice of end points and Sg. Let F(S^Sg) denote the charac

teristic function defined as



Z7C5,5J = J  JxL -  [i, s j .  <11)
Cl;

The limits of the integrals in (10) and (ll) are arbitrary and in 
appendix D it is shown that (10) and (ll) require

(12)

and that (12) provides

d nj %  = a v. (13)
This is the equation of Hamilton which was investigated hy Jacobi; 
the solution of the equation when substituted into (12) corresponds 
to reducing (8) to first order ordinary differential equations. To 
solve (13) assume '

l7= Kcx'J + K-(xx) * % ( * ’) ilk)
and that^( is of a form which makes (13) separable. If these are 
valid assumptions, (13) may be written

where ^^are constants; and & may then be separated into

r  V , V )  -- X  ( * % * >  (1<>

Eliminate V from F, H, and I by using (12). The ray problem is then 
reduced to solving a system of first order ordinary differential equa

tions. More complete treatments of the solution of the Hamllton-Jacobl
12equation are found in references.



CHAPTER III 
DISCUSSION 07 OPTICAL-MECHANICAL ANALOGIES

13In a generalized coordinate system consider the motion of a 
mass point^ with potential energy and kinetic energy.

r =  £  " f ,  f t *  (16)
where now • Note that p is independent of £ eo that the
Lagrangian, defined to he IS T—(p is homogeneous quadratic in <? .

13 ®The generalized momenta are then given hy

and hy Buler1s theorem

The Hamiltonian is defined hy 
/Vs T-f

and le ehown^ to be a constant if ^ 'At~ ® 
system, this constant is the total energy.

(l?)

(18)

(19)
7or a conservative

Hamilton's principle requires that 

mum; so that (l9) provides

/" (p* j* - ^  = °-
If ~ °  , then (20) becomes

c * -  * he an extre-

(20)

(21)
13It is now desired to determine a function which characterizes the 

motion of a mass point. The function, like V# is to depend only on 
the end points of the trajectory. The function satisfying the above



requirements Is shown ^  to he the action

* ' C x t  ̂

and hy a proof similar to that In appendix D 

and = Ps '

= im  (£-<p) , (22>
where B Is the total energy for a conservative system. Equation (22)
represents the Hamllton-Jacohl equation for a mechanical system, and
the development of the equation follows closely the development of
Hamilton1s equation for optical systems. A comparison of (13) and
(22) leads to the conclusion that a light ray In Euclidean space
corresponds to the trajectory of a mass point In configuration space;
provided

sti (£- (p)]  *■

A thorough analysis of the optical-mechanical analogies may he found
17in references.



CHAPTER IV 
APPLICATION OF THE BAT EQUATIONS

A. Slab with Linearly Varying Refractive Index
Consider a heterogeneous isotropic medium in the form of a 

elah. Let the slah he hounded hy a homogeneous isotropic medium. 
It is desired to know the deviation 6 of an arbitrary ray that has 
passed through the slab as indicated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 

9



10
The slab le oriented with edges perpendicular to the ^plane

and the Incident ray le restricted to the 7 ^ plane; consequently the
problem Is reduced to two dimensions.

The following notation will be employed:
t ~ the thickness of the slab
^ — wavelength (in vacuum) of electromagnetic
* radiation considered

o — a constant
=  a constant = the Index of the bounding medium

M-MCy)

= Mo sky z t where end ̂  are known constants
characteristic of the slab

P and Q? are the lines of Intersection of the surfaces of 
discontinuity and the lyplane

y  #and X'; /"and %  ; y  ‘and X denote the ray coordinates
In regions I, II, and III respectively (see Jig. l)

• / d%*A dot over a coordinate, e.g. >f signifies *7j , which Is 
a direction cosine of the tangent to the ray

means ^'evaluated on the line P
In this problem the parameters will be selected such that the

criteria for the application of geometric optics are satisfied. In
dealing with single rays the only criterion is

/(fijf) « / ;  (23)

however ̂ arA©/^ , and (23) becomes
(7X(/(ZTT) ^  ’ (24)

The Inequality Is strengthened if X ir is replaced by unity, and since

X /dy/«/. (25)
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Thus (23) requires that magnitude of the fractional increment of ^ 
per displacement of X T>© much smaller than unity. For the proposed 
problem

“ a
4y  (26)

Note thatvtt?,/ for any medium; therefore (26) may be strengthened if 
/I is replaced by unity. The condition which determines the selection 
of parameters for the problem being considered is then

4 1 * <<z (27)

The equation of P is 2-0 ; consequently the unit normal has 
only one component/?%-/ . Equations (B-2) provide

•^c - ̂ 0y  cp)=o (28)
end it Is seen from (2) that

' [ -  ( ? x , r j * .  w
Vi thin the slab equations (B-l) state that

a 0 i\P) -  CM**Ay)i\9r <7
where jT is thej' coordinate of the point of emergence of the ray.
Now with the use of (2)

' O - b S n - K . n * : (30)



12
however 2 ^  can he eliminated, from ()0) with the help of (29), end

c^o + ̂ y ) 1-

Application of (5-2) at % yielde

«?>

and from (31)

= (‘A c )  [t-C"Aci(f^f]}? (32)

Eqnatione (32) and (2) will afford the final direction cosines of the 
ray once y  Is determined. To find y  $ utilize (5-l) and (29);

>*4 * — a constant

= i CP)

(33)



13
Call the right side of equation (33) Equation (2) provides

but (33) Is a means of eliminating V from (34). Thus,

y  "= 0  /■#■) c ^ -  4^) \

and division of (35) by (33) gives

c/y'/dx“ - 0/a )('CiL—/4’') 1

Equation (36) may be written

(m ’- A 1)

and integration yields

C?1- -t-A'L -.Xf,'"

where

(35)

(36)

+ (37)

P  = f [ ( m o 1 -  <4 V  V + ^ 0  ]  -ex/o ( M / a ) -sifo J .

Thus, y  may be determined from (37), and the final direction cosines 
follow from (32) and (2). The deviation £ of the ray is

where ., ,
^  CP) = cro-T eS ?



If, in the above problem, M  were to be a function of X only, 
then the deviation of the ray would vanish. To prove this, note that 
at the surfaces which intersect the xy plane on P and % respectively, 
equations (B~2) provide

4 = 0

4  Oetj”) - O j

and within the slat (B-l) provides

<J d<) - o .

These equations express the conservation of M y  " and^j ̂  along 
the ray; thus for a ray entering and passing completely through the 
slab

* • w
y

Similarly,

and the deviation thus vanishes.

B. Deviation of Bavs bv_ a Conical, Shock._ZQne*
Let a. shock zone be oriented as shown in Pig. 2.

*In the design of airborne electromagnetic radiation collectors 
and transmitters it is often necessary to know the effect of the aero
dynamic shock zone on the ray.
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Jig. 2
For simplifying calculations assume (p~ 77/£ , then the equa

tion of the surface of discontinuity is
O

= (38)
The use of (B-2) for deflection calculations requires the 

magnitude of the surface gradient; from (38) it is found that

Now 2£z and %^may he eliminated from (39) with the use of (38), and

[(^z1) * ( <*P'$xi) ] -vf (ZV.
Let the index of refraction on the right and left sides of the shock 
zone hex andrespectively. The direction cosines of the incident

(ito)



16
• « tray and the refracted ray will he represented hy ̂  and Xr • Equations 

(B-2) can he used to calculate the deviation of a ray; they provide

ii-&(r^)/{je *i) (4l)

m  ̂  -m ' y' = &  (z ^ / ^ f  .

irom (2)

4 (f/)'-* (Z,'r=/. (42)

(riven the direction cosines of an Incident ray, and the coordinates
of the point of incidence, equations (41) and (42) can he solved for
the direction cosines of the deflected ray.

Let the shock zone he hounded on the left and right hy air
of density andyO respectively. It is of interest to find- the
deflection of a ray parallel to 2*and in the Zt £3 plane. The index

18of refraction of air has heen shown to he related to its density hy

(jU— t) 10̂  =  2 ? £.4 /jo ̂ (43)

where £  is the density at a pressure of one atmosphere and a tempera
ture of 288° Kelvin. For wavelengths in the Interval 0.29 to 0.86 
microns, (43) provides values otyU which vary less than 3^ from the 
values obtained for a wavelength of 0.658 microns.

Assume t h a t x<£ , then from (43) <6(6 644' - .  Using
19the NACA standard atmosphere tables, it is found that at an altitude



17
of 65,000 feet = 0.07 • ?rom (43)

/< /=  / . o o o o  / 93C Z  f 

and since ^ , / _6 vOC - f j
y« ^ /.000/m?Z 

for a wavelength of 0.6583 microns, from this Information the de
viation of a ray is found from (C-l) not to exceed 0.1 milllradlan.



18
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF THE GENERALIZED HAY EQUATIONS 
FOR A SYSTEM OF HETEROGENEOUS ISOTROPIC MEDIA

The optical path length from point to point Sg le defined
to he

[$i 5*-]" J* M  d s , (A*l)

where A. denotes the index of refraction of the medium, and cfs represents 

the element of distance along the ray. for an arbitrary curvilinear 

coordinate system

9 „ dxmdx\ (i-2)jm/i

Latin indices signify a range (l,2,3) and summation is implied when 
indices are repeated. Divide (Af-2) by o^S^and write for dxL /c/%

i- (i"3>

In view of (Af-3), (A-l) may he written

^ 5,5, 7 = f  It (fmnX m x v  (i-t)

for (A#-4) is the result of multiplying (A-l) hy unity.
Fermat’s principle requires that the variation of the optical 

path length vanish;

f{s,Si]= o

5
= (i_5)rS,

Assume m  Is piecewise continuous along the path and let
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It is shown that integration and differentiation with respect to 
the parameter 5 commute with variation; therefore (A—5) and UU6) 
combine to

g J W s  + /  cj(h').
(■*-?)

let ; d'3^- clCJx")j

theB 7s (§ir)

2 r = /x",

and the second integral in (A-7 ) can be integrated by parts. Notice, 
however, that ̂  will be piecewise continuous along the path so that it 
is necessary to integrate separately in each region of continuity and 
sum the results. For example, let discontinuities occur at points 
a and 6 along the path. Partial integration affords (for an extremely 
small e^o)
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U-8)

tmt 1b conti nuoxiB bo tha t

=

and ? r (:c-6) = atci-t-e)

“ ?'-(a)
Bqnation (A~l) may now te written 

■Sv
u x x j r  U.X/W w  B f A j e V w u  ,  <-

/ • s v , a -6 / 6~e  „ /  1
/ £? «/ (fur) - Wr I I'Wi- *-/b+t * &> + Hr i I 
Js di, 'q+e /

'h-e ^  U i r

Now let ̂  ~v O , and (A-9) becomes

2̂.

U-9)

J  j z ^  **') ds = 4 K .  z'~(ti)+<a ^
3/

e — ° (  ^  ' i + e  J> (A -io)
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where A 1%. (<%] and (b) represent the jumps or Increments of Wh 
across points Q and 6 respectively. The limit of the sum of the 
integrals enclosed in the brackets may he written as the sum of the 

integrals each of which is taken within a region of continuous jU • 
Equation (A-10) may he generalized to any integral number of surfaces 
of discontinuity, and (A-*?) may now he written

o =  2 _  f ( ~4s + r *

For a system possessing no discontinuities the second summation van
ishes. Since the variational method selected requires that the var
iation at the end points vanish, the third term must vanish. The 
symbol f^represents an arbitrary variation so that the bracketed 
quantity within the integrand must also vanish; thus

(A-12)

To obtain the deflection of a ray at a surface of discontinuity, 
evaluate (A-ll) within an interval which includes the point of inter
cept of the ray and the surface, and let the length of this interval 

approach zero, i.e. let

o
The result is

(a u-13)

To put (A-12) and (A-13) into the form of (8) and (9) take the deriv
atives of ̂  as indicated in (A—12) and (A-13) and utilize (A-.3):
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=  Y  ^ i ' 1 x n(Min) + .
dV' J*r ■> (A-14)

S -

»  f f ^ C z *  + £fM SS**

- S o  I/" ̂  •&■S „ r  + ?  9m , i n ....

if the dummy index m i *  changed to n and the equation p. . = 9,.
' V  «//<

is used,

fir"' ^  ^ (A-15)
and

Ji f j i v *  f c  <* V  f  ̂  r

- r - f c - i v  +  ^ f e i T .  ( U 6 )

The second term on the right side of (A-16) may he written

-A x m irA ^ * jc* £* <££ ifr* .

In the second term on the right side of the equation let Bt * |t and
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ft = ry and substitute the result into (A-16). The new form of U - 16) 
and equations CA-14) are substituted into (i-ll). The result is

0 * -t jfs - % n j-s("Xn)

— -*r i'/* ^  xmx'' ‘LS™
l 1.

o = * t ± n i''lmn,r] + ̂  ^  ( * x n)- , (JUl6)

where is the Chris toff el symbol of the first kind. Substitu
tion of U-15) into (A-13) gives

(A-17)
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APPENDIX B

EXPRESSION OP THE RAT EQUATIONS 
IN SEVERAL COORDINATE SYSTBMS

Let the primes he need to denote values of quantities in one 
medium, and let unprimed quantities refer to another medium.

For a rectangular Cartesian system

f/nn, p] = o}
and equations (8) become

—  = ̂  (*uX) 
jx as

whereas equations (9) become

(& dP/^y,)A

M S ( &  J p/dy )<4 (B-2)

-<yj 'J' =. C& dP/c>?) Aj
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_ _L

where /) = f  (<)?/,>*) ‘ ir(dPldi) J *

for cylindrical polar coordinates

(*'/ Zy = f/-, / ; ;

and nonvaniehlng first order Christoffel symbols are
- h

t^t, Z ]  - O*. 21- f~,

Equations (8) become

^aOur)

< g  = +r'-si

5 ?  *  i  w ,
and equations (9) are written

m  ~ -oc * r-' - (ft d P/d £

-^L*f&' - ^  (/$ dP/^e)8

- (/i Jp/S])#,

(B-3)

(B_4)

Vhere 3 =  C(dP/d>-)^ + -ix CdP/d>e)+ (dp/dj)^]^
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and y8 an undetermined multiplier. For plane polar coordinates the 
first two equations of (B-3) and of (B~4) apply.

For suherical •polar coordinates

(P)

and the nonranlshing first order Christoffel symbols are:

=-/-

C/ZU] = Ca-(>z] 

- /-

ZVdt, 3 7 = /3Z, 3 ]

- s/n

Ci2,3]
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Equations (8) are then

q)u/ ,
~ ^ kcs —  - ds

"= x-urr 0  -*ub ̂(f? 5/40 cos e  +  ^  q ) {$-$)

7
- SL̂ Ui-̂  (p s/n^^ -ir 0  q?3//)GCoS0'tr'~S/fl~&sL(//g>)

and equations (9) "become
y&’A dP/dt- ) 0

**& -u*f&  ’5B (y^ )Z)
(B-6)

(/i J?/d<p)D

where y# is an undetermined multiplier and

Z?= £(dP/dr) C^P/c>e ) (?P/d<pf 1
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APPENDIX C

DERIVATION OP THE BASIC LAWS OP GEOMETRIC OPTICS 
PROM THE RAY EQUATIONS AND THE JUMP EQUATIONS

Let the point of Intercept of the ray with the surface he 
the origin of a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system. Let the 
system he oriented so that %% is along the surface normal and the 

plane contains the ray. Equations (9) provide
Alii ~ O  (C—l)

where xgand i* are cosines of angles which are complements of the

angles between the ray and the normal; thus

aaco* C'rT/i — (?) - '**■ '**3Ota. “ )
or

<?', (C_2)

where (f) and Q? are the angles between the surface normal and the 
incident and refracted ray respect!vely— equation (C-2) is Snell*6 
law.

A reflected ray may be defined as a ray which does not pass 
through the boundary; therefore (C-l) yields

but iv - -  f (-
(0-3)

=  -Xi,
where the negative root is selected to satisfy our definition of a 

reflected ray. Equation (0*3) states that cose'=-core which is the 
law of reflection.

If A. is constant within a medium, then equations (8) in

Univ. o f A rizona L ibrary
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In rectangular Cartesian coordinates "become

sL Ci,)-o
d s

~ r  ( X v )  =  0 .
GiS

Therefore Xzan4 %x are constants along the ray. This is the law of 
rectilinear propagation, for if the direction cosines of the ray tan
gent are constant, then the ray is a straight line.
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APPENDIX D

DERIVATION OP THE HAJ4ILTON-JAC OBI EQUATION

In the derivation of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation it is 
necessary to deduce

from the equation

^ d x L " f *  ' (Du2)“A 4
The limits of the integrals in (B-2) are arbitrary so that

dx'’ (n-3)

must be true for any along the path. Vectorlally this statement 

says that
A ' Q ^ C ' S ;  (Duh)

where S  is an arbitrary non zero vector. Equation (D~4) requires
A - C

and by similar reasoning (B-3) requires

jf; (n-5)

which establishes (l2). Inner multiplying the left and right sides 
of (IM.) by the left and right sides of (IX-5) results in

ji- $  “ f a  x'**'’-

Now Inner multiplication by J  *^and use of %  ~ / gives
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^ M." q x m % nJmn

which establishes the Hami1ton-Jacobi equation (13)
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